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Welcome to Revenue Analytics

Diverse communities, rich cultures, mobile consumers, innovative technologies, 

unique brands—the modern hospitality and travel industry is a broad and colorful 

spectrum. Amidst it all, companies operate in dynamic, hypercompetitive 

environments susceptible to fluctuating markets, unpredictable climates, and 

intensifying competition.

Big data, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning hold steady as hot 

analytics topics with revenue leaders and technology providers alike. Advanced 

revenue analytics help hotels, parking operations, event centers, airlines, and 

more to drive significant increases in overall profitability and productivity. 

Today’s analytics will help your organization move beyond legacy revenue 

management processes into a place where you can leverage your data and 

forecasting capabilities to explore, predict, and optimize your revenue results. 

This guide presents the analytical considerations your organization can use to 

raise the roof on your revenue performance.

A Blueprint for Profitability
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The Four Types of Analytics

When your technology uses the right 

kinds of data, a compelling story is 

unearthed. And similar to the rapid 

emergence of industry data sources, 

analytical capabilities have forged their 

own transformation over the years.

Today’s progressive revenue technology 

is generally comprised of four distinct 

types of analytics that help you 

take broad, diverse data details and 

strategically weave them into the page-

turning chapters of a bigger and better 

revenue story.

	 1.	 	Descriptive	analytics use large 

volumes of historical data to help 

you make informed decisions 

about the future based on what 

already happened. Common 

examples include reservation 

booking data such as business-on-

the-books and pick-up reports.

	 2.	 	Diagnostic	analytics aggregate 

historical data to help you 

understand why an outcome 

occurred and benchmark business 

performance against market 

competition. Diagnostic data 

includes business intelligence and 

market performance reporting.

	 3.	 	Predictive	analytics provide 

revenue foresight by delivering 

forecasts that establish where 

you can execute future pricing 

and inventory strategies. These 

forecasts help you anticipate 

what’s going to happen next and 

where you can drive effective 

pricing and inventory controls.

	 4.	 	Prescriptive	analytics leverage 

data and forward-looking market 

intelligence to produce automated 

decisions that identify your 

ideal customers and how you 

can achieve optimal revenue 

performance. Prescriptive 

analytics can be provided as 

advanced demand forecasts at 

the segment level and automated 

pricing decisions at the inventory-

type level.

These four types of analytics play an 

integral role in providing clarity into your  

overarching data story. When all these 

analytical sets of data are incorporated 

into automated technology, your revenue 

strategy creates and executes the most 

analytically-optimal decisions for richer 

customer experiences and increased 

profitability.

Laying the Foundation 
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Big Data That Matters

For the best outputs, you need the best inputs. To unlock the power of analytics, your 

data quality counts. As the industry continues to leverage evolving data sources, you 

must be thoughtful about the types of data used in your technology and business 

strategies. 

When it comes to big data, more isn’t always better. Here’s a rundown of the best types 

data to incorporate into your revenue strategy:

Competitive	Rates – When it comes to 

eagle-eying how your comp set prices, it’s a 

competitive practice well worth the effort. 

Advanced revenue technology can use analytics 

to examine rate-shopping data at levels of 

complexity you can’t analyze on your own. 

Analytics help you understand not only how 

customers react to your pricing, but how your 

rates are positioned in the market. It estimates 

the effect of your price on your demand and 

makes adjustments based on your price position 

relative to your competition.

Reputation	Sentiments – The rise of social 

media and review platforms gives consumers 

strengthened purchase power and a voice that 

reaches both suppliers and potential buyers. It’s 

also a voice that can swiftly impact your bottom 

line. Today’s top revenue analytics allow you to 

utilize technology to evaluate opportunities to 

influence purchases at the point of decision and 

identify ways to increase customer satisfaction. 

Evaluating your reputation data also allows you 

to leverage your online sentiment in meaningful 

ways—whether it’s a pricing-related change or an 

operational advantage.

Building Blocks
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Cancellations	and	Re-Bookings – When rate reductions cause customers to cancel and 

re-book reservations, it can wreak havoc on your forecast. Advancements in revenue 

technology, however, have turned the problem of cancelling and re-booking into an 

opportunity for businesses. Now, before even dropping your rate, more advanced 

revenue technology allows you to automatically account for any potential revenue lost 

with customers cancelling and re-booking at the lower price.

Demand	Intelligence	– Travel intent data is specialized data that uses search and 

booking information from third-party booking sites to help quantify the demand you 

can expect for future dates. This powerful market intelligence puts names to faces and 

gives you human-focused insights. Technologies providing this extensive level of insight 

offer businesses a distinct competitive advantage when it comes to pricing inventory, 

personalizing marketing efforts, and aligning the overall buyer experience across all 

booking channels.
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AI and Machine Learning 

Subsets of AI like machine learning have exploded over the past decade. 

Capitalizing on progressive technologies supports an incredibly powerful 

business strategy for organizations. However, before diving headfirst into 

the AI pool, think about what business challenges you need to solve and the 

right methods for achieving your goals. 

Advanced revenue management analytics use machine learning, along with 

data mining and statistics, to deliver the most optimal pricing and inventory 

decisions. Here are a few things to consider about the role of machine 

learning in revenue analytics:

Work Smarter, Not Harder 

Machine	Learning	Comes	in	Many	Forms

Some popular examples of machine 

learning are personalized consumer 

recommendations, malware detection 

programs, and proactive product 

suggestions. In revenue technology, 

machine learning is used in conjunction 

with statistical methods to produce 

cutting-edge forecasting and decision 

optimization. 

High-performance technology can use 

machine-learning processes to better 

understand the relationship between 

price and demand and generate rates 

that adapt and anticipate market 

fluctuations. The combination of such 

powerful and proprietary analytics 

gives you valuable business insights, 

intuition, and a more comprehensive 

understanding of your data.
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Machine	Learning	Is	Just	One		
Piece	of	the	Puzzle

Within the realm of predictive analytics, 

machine learning is a method that can 

be applied to different scenarios to 

quickly evaluate, predict, and optimize 

outcomes. Common scenarios for 

its application involve those lacking 

human expertise or a way to describe or 

organize the experience.

Consider the models used to forecast 

demand or optimize revenue. Revenue 

managers often ask “why is my forecast 

so high?” or “why was this rate selected?” 

The ability to quickly assess and answer 

these types of questions comes from 

knowing exactly what data these models 

use and how they use that data.

Machine	Learning	Still	Needs	
a	Human	Touch

Machine-learning technology organizes 

and analyzes data in seconds, and 

more sophisticated revenue systems 

automatically deploy business decisions 

based on this type of analysis. But one 

of the critical components for revenue 

managers using these advanced 

solutions is recognizing that even though 

predictive analytics streamline and 

automate processes, human interaction is 

still needed. Revenue managers need to 

validate actions and alert the technology 

to things it cannot anticipate.
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Key Questions to Ask of Your Revenue Technology 

Powerful analytics drive profitable performance, full stop. But while it’s easy to see how 

analytics matter, it’s not always easy to know what to look for in a revenue management 

solution.

If you’re considering a new system, or simply evaluating the analytics of your current 

technology, here are some considerations to better understand the possibilities of your 

technology:

  How does your technology handle the segmentation of your data? Is segmentation 

constrained by coding in your reservations systems?

 What types of forecasting methodologies are used?

 How does your technology handle unconstraining demand for all the demand types?

 How does your revenue solution optimize different types of inventory?

  How does the system address the need for managing all of your business types (both 

pricing dynamic and fixed-rate)? What controls are produced and at what levels?

 Are all of the controls driven by analytics or through user constraints?

  Does the solution address areas with untouched revenue potential, such as determining 

which product to oversell and creating strategic upgrade paths?

  Does the solution manage revenue and inventory for all business segments, such as 

which yieldable corporate accounts to accept or which bookings to take for certain 

lengths of stay?

  Can the solution help determine if you’re giving away too much inventory to wholesale 

allotments?

  Can the system validate gut feelings with predictive analysis that measures the impacts 

of making pricing and inventory decisions?

Before You Build
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The Organizational Trifecta

Your organization plays a big role in the outcomes your analytics provide. Here are three 

basic areas to capitalize on getting the most out of industry analytics:

Technology

Do you have the right tech stack and tools available? The benefits of sophisticated 

analytical technology provide a solid infrastructure for building and executing your 

performance strategy.

Processes

Optimal processes should not only look at taking advantage of the analytics outputs, but 

just as importantly, the inputs. For analytics to work effectively for your organization, 

your company culture needs to be geared toward a common goal of data integrity and 

implementation of analytical decisions.

People

Who applies sophisticated analytics in your organization? The role of a data scientist is 

becoming an essential component of an effective revenue strategy. Cross-departmental 

data scientists can apply their skills where needed at the right times, while balancing 

the overhead costs to maintain a new industry role. External resources and third parties 

providing analytics as a service are also available. Dedicated support services for your 

technology and processes ensure you perform at your maximum potential.

Accounting for these three components will ensure you deliver the most optimal 

revenue results across your organization. Leveraging advanced analytics in your revenue 

technology will help your team confidently break new ground and build toward a better 

future for your company’s revenue performance. 

Structural Integrity



Results delivered.  
Revenue transformed.

IDeaS, a SAS company, is the world’s leading provider of revenue management 

solutions and advisory services. Combining industry knowledge with innovative, 

data-analytics technology, IDeaS creates sophisticated yet simple ways to  

empower revenue leaders with precise, automated decisions they can trust.    

Discover greater profitability at	ideas.com.	
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